CORONA AND MUTUAL FUNDS EPISODE 24
APRIL 2020

Suppandi! Is
that you?

Professor! It’s
been so long.
Yes. I almost
didn’t recognise
you with that
mask, Suppandi!

The duo start walking
together, maintaining
a little distance
between each other...

I’ve had to a take
a little paycut, but
otherwise, I’m okay.
What I’m really
worried about are
my investments.

Why, Suppandi?
What makes you
say that?

Well, I was looking at my investment account
balance, and all I’m seeing is how my fund value is
getting lower and lower every day! It’s very scary.
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How are things
though? Your
job is safe?

Oh Professor,
what can I
say? Life is so
unpredictable now
with corona, I
can’t even predict
if the grocery
store will have
any stocks left
anymore.

Ah, but we’ve spoken about
this, Suppandi. This is the
perfect example of market
volatility in action.

Market volatility?
Oh yeah!

Remember, SIPs are
designed to weather market
volatility effectively thanks
to rupee cost averaging.
Because you are investing a
fixed amount every month,
you’ll also be getting more
units for the same amount
when the market is down.
And more units means...

...more wealth.
That’s right!

If you stay invested, Suppandi, the
value of your investments should
correct itself eventually. And in the
long run, you stand to make more.
That’s right, Professor!
Thanks to SIPs, my
bank account did not
get “locked down”!

That’s great news,
Suppandi. Now you
know you don’t need
to worry even if the
markets fall again.
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HAHAHAHAHA!
Oh, Suppandi!
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AUGUST 2020
You were right,
Professor. My investments
are back to where they
were in February, before
the lockdown started!

